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To whom it concerns,we love this beautiful country we call NZ and in the eyes of
the world we are a Jewel to behold.The Clean and Green Image comes with the
territory.Preserve what nature has bestowed on us and work Bloody hard on
behalf of all New Zealanders to ensure it remains paradise.We used to swim in
Rivers that are no more than a muddle today,drink running water from steams as
we hiked along the valley floor,caught Fish that we felt were safe to Eat,now we
have lost the freedom especially in the mid to lower river reaches.
You have the responsibility to future generation to once again make a stand and
provide a environment in which all Freshwater Fish can live a Healthily and
purposeful life to the community as a whole.The National Frame work should
include measurable parameters that directly relate to these values.
The New Zealand Government and it workers will be held personally responsible
by the not only fellow NZers but the Hugh influx of overseas visitors should the
Rivers further decline to support Multi-National corporations.Look at history my
friends and learn about the environmental destruction countries around the world
have been exposed and exploited for the sake a a few Dollars from a Multi
National. So take a hard long look at yourself and think where do I live and
where will my children,live and their children. It ironic that In 1984 New
Zealand's declares a nuclear-free zone,yet Thirty Years we are slowly
destroying our own country.It not the "outsiders" we should be worried about
it is the "insiders" our own countryman.We are prepared to support The Sea
Sheppard yet, when it comes to our own counties environmental issues we but
our heads in the dry and polluted rivers bed.
It is with great Regret I should be sending this Submission as it is a very easy
choice as to what should be done to preserve the True Nature of a Country like
New Zealand.
Neil Grant

